4630 sprayer

The has all the features you've come to expect in a 30 Series Sprayer, packaged in a smaller
size. No other Class I sprayer offers as many integrated precision capabilities. Total of principal
plus Interest:. You should obtain personal advice from qualified professionals. This information
is provided for illustrative purposes only and does not constitute an application. This notice
does not guarantee loan approval, nor is it an offer or commitment to make a loan to you on the
above terms. Search Search Search. Columbia, TN. Cookeville, TN. Fayetteville, TN. Florence,
AL. Franklin, TN. Fultondale, AL. Hendersonville, TN. Huntsville, AL. Leighton, AL. Manchester,
TN. McMinnville, TN. Mount Juliet, TN. Murfreesboro, TN. Scottsboro, AL. Winchester, TN.
Search Search. New Equipment. Key Features GreenStarT display options available Traction
control enhances productivity Impressive underframe crop clearance Row-crop tires available
for every use. Loan Calculator Loan Calculator Use the Loan Calculator to help you determine
the financing and payment options that are best for you. Amount Financed. Loan Term in
Months. In terms of sprayers, the John Deere has everything you need for the pre-planting and
post-harvest seasons. The John Deere Sprayer has a 6. The engine is also designed to reduce
emissions, complying with energy standards while giving you the power you need. It has a
valve head and fixed-geometry turbo charger for optimal performance. The sprayer can work
with two different axles â€” a wide axle 92 inches to inches and a narrow axle 72 inches to 88
inches. In turn, the machine has more versatility, allowing operators to boost their productivity.
The John Deere Sprayer has a strong frame that consists of two parallel C-channels connected
by suspension castings and reinforcement cross members. In turn, operators have a smooth
ride every time, regardless of their terrain. With the BoomTrac Pro auto boom height-sensing
system, the John Deere Sprayer reduces operator fatigue while maintaining a consistent boom
height. Consumers can order the sprayer with the BoomTrac Pro system pre-installed, or have it
installed at a later date. The suspension design on the machine has a four-bar link system,
which also includes an air bag. As a result, the John Deere Sprayer is comfortable to ride on
any terrain. John Deere will install key hydraulics on your machine to enable GreenStar
AutoTrac, which can reduce boom overlap. Additionally, operators receive more ability to
closely monitor their sprayer out in the field. The has an adjustable suspension damper, which
gives operators more flexibility while they work. The damper can be adjusted to accommodate
field conditions. Find a Machine. Varying Axles The sprayer can work with two different axles
â€” a wide axle 92 inches to inches and a narrow axle 72 inches to 88 inches. A Strong Frame
The John Deere Sprayer has a strong frame that consists of two parallel C-channels connected
by suspension castings and reinforcement cross members. Adjustable Damper The has an
adjustable suspension damper, which gives operators more flexibility while they work. Share
this: Twitter Facebook Pinterest. Previous post. Next post. Follow us: Facebook Twitter
Pinterest Pinterest. Get our blog posts via email:. All Rights Reserved. Add this make and model
to Equipment Hunter to receive notifications when new or similar equipment is posted. This
feature requires a Fastline Account. It is really easy to sign up! Here is some custom text that
would need to be filled in to explain what the benefits of taking the website tour would be.
Compare 0 of 4. Select listings to compare them. Clear All Filters. Pull Type Sprayers.. Self
Propelled Sprayers.. Within 10 20 30 40 50 Any Miles. John Deere 1, Case IH Hardi Hagie Ag
Chem Top Air Demco Apache Miller Spra-Coupe See All Manufacturers. See All Models. Require
Price. List View Grid View. Add to Compare. Hours: Boom Width: Nozzle Spacing: View Details.
Dealer Info Titan Machinery - Imperial. Nozzle Spacing: 20 in. Boom Width: Foot. Dealer Info
Kibble Equipment. Auto Steer, section control, farmer-owned machine, field-ready. Delivery
available. Hardi TR TR PTO, gallon tank, clean water rinse tank, hydraulic 60' raise and lower
booms, induction tank, electric controls. Dealer Info Moret Farms. Dealer Info. MS Hours: ,
Boom Width: Hardi BNL Capacity: Gallon. Boom Width: 60ft. Misc R Dealer Info White's Farm
Supply. Misc TR Nozzle Spacing: 15 in. Dealer Info LandPro Equipment. Find new and used
Sprayers and Liquid Equipment for sale in Fastline's large database. Hundreds of Sprayers and
Liquid Equipment for sale with competitive pricing. Filter your search results with the tool to the
right of the listings to find the exact make and model you need. Close Contact Seller. Close
Thank You! Your message has been sent. Your text message has been sent; please check your
phone for responses. Want to watch for similar listings? Add to Equipment Hunter. Please wait
Close Create a Fastline Account! Or, Login. Or, if you already have an account, sign in. Create
Account Sign In. Please Name Your Search. Close Website Tour. Here is some custom text that
would need to be filled in to explain what the benefits of taking the website tour would be Start
Tour. Remind me later. Never show this again. We respect your privacy. Your information will
not be shared to outside parties. Read our privacy policy. Thanks for subscribing! Our
newsletter will be hitting your inbox soon. In the meantime, if you'd like access to all the
features on Fastline. It will only take a minute! In addition to reducing emissions and lowering
engine idle noise, these designs work together to decrease fuel consumption and provide a

more efficient use of engine power. Its compact size allows it to fit neatly under the hood for
great visibility of the rows passing underneath the operator. A L U. By equipping the Sprayer
with a L gal. This aids steering in tight row-crop conditions. The GreenStar-ready system
provides necessary wiring harnesses. Operators can keep an eye on booms and spray patterns
of all but the center-most nozzles. A front, over-the-axle entrance, easy-to-use side door, and
large contour handrails make entry to and exit from the cab easy, convenient. The pressurized
cab helps to keep dirt out while air entering the cab's ventilation system passes through an
activated carbon filter. Fine-tuned sound quality provides a quiet working environment. The
design features that make this environment possible are as follows:. Tuning for sound quality is
made possible with an attenuator located under the cab. This attenuator dampens a specific
frequency range that an operator would find objectionable over a long day. The narrow width
axle has a tread width from 1. The wide axle has a tread width from 2. Axle range for wide
machines varies slightly depending on optionality hydraulic vs. NOTE: In order to achieve 2.
Please see your local John Deere Dealer for more information. With these tread spacings, the
Sprayer holds an impressive weight split no matter if it is folded or unfolded, full or empty. This
weight split helps to reduce compaction through the field and keeps the power to the ground.
The wide axle is ideal for the Midwest grain farmer. With the wide axle option, the operator can
straddle three rows at mm in. The narrow axle is ideal for the cotton or specialty crop farmer.
With the narrow axle option, the operator can straddle two rows at mm in. The Sprayer's great
ride begins with the frame. The frame consist of two strong parallel C-channels that are
connected by suspension castings and reinforcement cross members. These fasteners provide
greater vibration resistance and a joint that will never loosen compared to standard bolts. The
BoomTrac Pro auto boom height-sensing system is designed to help make operators more
productive by providing the following advantages:. BoomTrac Pro can only be ordered as a
three-sensor system. Sensor locations are predetermined and can be either factory installed or
installed by the dealer at a later date. The Self-Propelled Sprayer can be ordered from the
factory with BoomTrac Pro installed, or the dealer can install the system at a later date. The
addition of either BoomTrac option will add wiring harnesses, hydraulic components, hardware,
and sensors to the machine. To allow more flexibility in a broader range of field conditions, a
field-installed, adjustable suspension damper bundle BN is now available. The dampers allow
the machine to be customized to accommodate a wide range of field conditions and operator
ride preferences. With a six-position adjustment knob that tunes the dampers from firm to soft,
the four new mono-tube shock absorbers will be sure to increase overall ride performance as
well as provide a wider window of operation based on field conditions. If a customer is driving
in a rough field or over strip-till rows, they can soften the ride to allow for increased operator
comfort and a smoother ride. Similarly, in a sandy field the operator may turn the adjustment
knob to increase the stiffness of the ride. All machine functions are integrated into both of these
displays, thereby eliminating the need to use multiple displays in the Sprayer. The GS3 is a mm
It features state-of-the-art, full-color screens that allow the operator to configure and
simultaneously view multiple applications on one home page. Cast mount for connecting rods.
The suspension design on the Sprayer uses a four-bar link system along with an air bag and
shock combination to provide a comfortable ride, even in rough conditions. Two large air
springs sit atop each axle, similar to those used on over-the-road trucks and other John Deere
sprayers. These air springs are dampened with oil-filled shocks to smooth the ride. The
axle-connecting rods are parallel for vertical motion and cross linked for lateral stability. The air
springs are underneath the frame; therefore, visibility of the rows passing underneath is free of
suspension components. The boom incorporates a strong 3-D design. This design gives the
boom more strength to resist fore-aft loading generated by starts, stops, and turns, as well as
twisting loads caused by folding and unfolding operations. The boom plumbing and nozzles are
set between and up inside the two bottom square tubes of the boom structure. The boom comes
in a Simply fold in the outer wing and go from spraying at When the outer wing is folded over
top, it is supported by cradles to ensure it will remain in place and secure while spraying in the
The breakaway ends of the boom offer the operator protection against damaging the boom if the
boom unexpectedly hits an obstacle. The breakaway section of the boom uses a design that
holds the breakaway from breaking backward while operating normally in the field, but when
something is contacted, it will move rearward and out of the way to prevent major damage. Each
breakaway section resets using a spring, and then resets back to the spray position. When the
booms are folded in, the transport cradles on the machine support a large portion of the boom
that, in turn, spreads out the stress. While in transport position, the booms are cradled so that
visibility is maximized to either side of the sprayer. By folding the booms flat, visibility is
increased and the overall height of the machine is not affected. John Deere continues to offer
factory installation of the key electrohydraulic components. All components are integrated with

the rest of the sprayer. Full integration allows for easier setup and use of this highly productive
technology. GreenStar AutoTrac for self-propelled sprayers is a guidance system that allows for
operation in straight-line, curve-track, or circles if the optional Pivot Pro module is purchased to
increase productivity. The operator is responsible for turning the vehicle at the end of each
pass, as well as steering around obstacles such as trees and waterways. The operator regains
control of the steering by simply turning the steering wheel. A fully-functional GreenStar
AutoTrac assisted steering system requires:. Diagnostics and CAN bus statistics are not
normally used by the operator. Access and use of trouble codes should only be done by a
qualified, factory-trained John Deere service technician. For example, diagnostic trouble codes
can be reset and software updates can be uploaded remotely. With the JDLink Ultimate
promotion, a one-year free subscription is included in the base price. John Deere RDA enables
quick communication around settings or messages on the displays. This allows improved
communication between the equipment operator in the field and an offsite farm manager or
dealer. Send and receive files with the push of a button. This feature allows operators the ability
to share information with trusted advisors, and make data-driven agronomic decisions that
boost productivity and profit. These dampers are adjustable to allow the customer to tune the
ride to accommodate varying field conditions and personal ride preferences. Skip to main
content. Golf and Turf. View All Equipment. Home self propelled sprayers self propelled sprayer.
Locate a Dealer. John Deere PowerTech E two-valve 6. Cab sound quality Fine-tuned sound
quality provides a quiet working environment. The design features that make this environment
possible are as follows: Engine mounts help to keep engine noise from reaching the cab.
Hydrostatic control cable and steering lines are the only mechanical linkages exiting from the
cab. Wide or narrow axle available to fit a variety of cropping row widths Wide axle, 2. Narrow
axle, 1. Two axle widths are available to best fit a variety of cropping row widths. Huck is a U.
Operator fatigue is reduced because the operator has fewer operations to perform. The operator
is able to feel better at the end of the day and pay more attention to the surrounding
environment and field conditions. By reducing the opportunities for the boom to contact the
ground, the likelihood of boom damage decreases, which reduces downtime an
dodge dakota trouble codes list
rear drum brake diagram
2004 mitsubishi lancer starter location
d repair cost. Auto air-spring leveling system adjusts for optimal field performance The auto
air-spring leveling system maintains ride height, ensuring mm 4 in. The operator does not have
to individually fill each bag or deflate each bag for transport, saving as much as 10 minutes. A
switch located near the solution loading system deflates all four bags at one time. Once the
machine is running, the on-board air compressor automatically inflates the bags to the optimal
set ride height. The Sprayer boom consists of five sections: 3. Benefits of AutoTrac Optimizes
machine efficiency: Reduces boom overlap. Enables the operator to more closely monitor
machine functionality i. Operator can concentrate on the spray target instead of on driving
straight in the field. Show More Show Less. Select Different Model. Export to Excel. Related
Products. Shop and Buy Contact a Dealer. Maintenance and Support Parts Manuals and
Training. Full water with booms unfolded. John Deere Self-Propelled Sprayer.

